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are well conserved among eucaryotes. Two recent pa-Tracing the Pathway
pers have shown that the roles of mouse and Xenopusof Spindle Assembly Mps1 appear to be analogous to those of Mps1p in
budding yeast (Abrieu et al., 2001; Fisk and Winey, 2001).Checkpoint Signaling
However, despite this conservation, different organisms
are more or less dependent upon spindle assembly
checkpoint function during cell division. In budding
yeast, spindle checkpoint activity is only required when
spindle assembly is disabled by microtubule depolymer-
izing agents or other factors, while the complexity ofMost current models of spindle assembly checkpoint
spindle assembly in higher eucaryotes appears to ne-signaling involve inhibition of the Cdc20-APC by Mad2
cessitate checkpoint function even under normal condi-protein. Interestingly, a paper from Hongtao Yu and
tions.colleagues in this issue of Developmental Cell sug-
Kinetochores not only link chromosomes to microtu-gests that the Cdc20/APC can also be inhibited in a
bules, they also serve integral roles in transducing theMad2-independent manner by a complex of proteins
spindle assembly checkpoint’s “wait” signal. Check-that includes BubR1.
point activation by unattached or tension-free kineto-
chores leads to inhibition of the anaphase promotingDuring eukaryotic cell division, accurate transmission
complex (APC). The APC is an E3 ubiquitin-protein ligaseof the genome is essential for survival and is ensured
that targets key cell cycle regulators for degradation byboth by intrinsic properties of the cell cycle machinery
the proteosome. At the metaphase-to-anaphase transi-and by a series of checkpoints. The entry into mitosis
tion, the association of APC with Cdc20/p55Cdc/Fizzyis controlled by checkpoints that monitor DNA damage
activates its ubiquitination activity; the APC then triggersand the replicative state of DNA while the exit from
dissolution of the cohesin complexes that secure sistermitosis is controlled by checkpoints that monitor as-
chromatids together and subsequently promotes thesembly and position of the mitotic spindle. The spindle
destruction of M phase cyclins, thereby enabling mitoticassembly checkpoint links chromosome-microtubule
exit (Morgan, 1999).attachment to anaphase onset and is particularly intrigu-
The spindle assembly checkpoint protein Mad2 hasing because it serves as a link between the mechanical
long been thought to block activation of the APC byand regulatory aspects of mitosis.
inhibiting its association with Cdc20 (Shah and Cleve-Chromosomes bind to microtubules of the mitotic
land, 2000). In budding yeast, Mad2p, Mad3p, andspindle via kinetochores, multiprotein complexes as-
Bub3p are believed to form a complex that binds tosembled on centromeric DNA. The search and capture
Cdc20p (Shah and Cleveland, 2000). It was thereforeprocess that drives microtubule-kinetochore attach-
not surprising when human Cdc20 was discovered toment is stochastic; therefore, cells rely on the spindle
interact with BubR1, a vertebrate protein homologousassembly checkpoint to monitor when all kinetochores
to Mad3p but with a kinase domain similar to that of
have become attached to the spindle. Several compo-
Bub1p (Wu et al., 2000). Interestingly, in this issue of
nents of the spindle assembly checkpoint have been
Developmental Cell, Tang et al. (2001) suggest that al-
identified, but the manner in which these proteins sense
though both vertebrate Mad2 and BubR1 can bind to
microtubule-kinetochore attachment, their order of ac- Cdc20, they are unlikely to do so in a single, isolatable
tion in the checkpoint signaling pathway, and the exact complex. This paper begins with the characterization
nature of the “wait” signal they produce are still under of a mitosis-specific complex containing BubR1, Bub3,
investigation. and Cdc20, but not Mad2, suggesting that vertebrate
Genetic experiments in Saccharomyces cerevisiae Mad2-Cdc20 and BubR1-Cdc20 complexes are inde-
identified seven spindle checkpoint genes: BUB1, pendent.
BUB2, and BUB3 (Budding Uninhibited by Benzamida- Using in vitro assays, Tang et al. demonstrate that
zol); MAD1, MAD2, and MAD3 (Mitotic Arrest Deficient); both BubR1 and Mad2 can sequester Cdc20 from APC
and MPS1 (Monopolar spindle 1) (for references, see and inhibit APC-mediated ubiquitination. In addition, the
Amon, 1999). Subsequent work has established that authors show that recombinant BubR1 inhibits Cdc20/
Bub1p, Bub3p, and Mad1-3p are all essential for spindle APC at much lower concentrations than does recombi-
assembly checkpoint function while Bub2p helps moni- nant Mad2. Although BubR1 can phosphorylate Cdc20
tor spindle positioning as part of the mitotic exit network. in vitro (Wu et al., 2000), the data from Tang et al. indicate
Mps1p participates in both spindle pole duplication and that BubR1’s kinase activity is not required for it to
the spindle assembly checkpoint pathway. The compli- inhibit Cdc20/APC. Most research on APC activation
cated pattern of biochemical interactions between spin- has focused on the interactions between Cdc20 and
dle assembly checkpoint components supports the hy- Mad2. Therefore, Tang et al.’s suggestion that the output
pothesis that the checkpoint signal propagates via a of the spindle assembly checkpoint pathway bifurcates
nonlinear signaling network, reliant on several multipro- into separate Mad2- and BubR1-dependent branches
tein complexes (Burke, 2000). is very intriguing.
Orthologs of the budding yeast spindle assembly If BubR1 and Mad2 can each function independently
checkpoint genes exist in many organisms, including to inhibit the APC, it is surprising that loss of either one
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Caenorhabditis elegans, abrogates spindle checkpoint arrest in vivo (Chan et al.,
Drosophila melanogaster, Xenopus, mice, and humans, 1999; Dobles et al., 2000). Tang et al. make a number
of suggestions for reconciling the results of genetic andsuggesting that the basic components of the checkpoint
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Proposed Models for Mad2- and BubR1-
Dependent Inhibition of Cdc20
In Model 1, Mad2 and BubR1 form indepen-
dent complexes with Cdc20. In this case,
Mad2 could act as a diffusible inhibitor of
Cdc20 while BubR1 acts as a local inhibitor
at kinetochores. However, another possibility
to explain the presence of separate Mad2-
Cdc20 and BubR1-Cdc20 complexes in
Model 1 is that Mad2 inhibits Cdc20 in re-
sponse to loss of microtubule attachment
while BubR1 inhibits Cdc20 in response to
lack of tension across kinetochores (perhaps
detected by the CENP-E motor). In Model 2,
binding of BubR1 to Cdc20 instead facilitates
the formation of an inhibitory Mad2-Cdc20
complex.
biochemical experiments (see Figure). Mad2, which has formed through transient interactions can be missed.
Experiments using live cell fluorescence microscopy willa half-life at kinetochores of 24–28 s, may act as a diffus-
ible Cdc20 inhibitor, while BubR1 may act as a local be necessary to map the dynamics of checkpoint signal-
ing in greater detail. Biochemical analyses such as thoseinhibitor at kinetochores (Shah and Cleveland, 2000).
Alternatively, BubR1 may recruit Cdc20 to kinetochores presented by Tang et al. will remain essential, however,
as they reveal to us which molecular interactions shouldand facilitate its association with Mad2. A third intriguing
possibility supported by additional data from Skoufias be examined.
et al. is that Mad2 and BubR1 may block Cdc20/APC
activation as part of separate signaling systems, the first
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acting in response to loss of microtubule attachment
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and the second in response to a lack of tension across
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third model, BubR1 associates with CENP-E, a kineto-
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chore-localized kinesin-like motor whose interaction
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with microtubules could alter BubR1 activity in response
to changes in kinetochore tension (Chan et al., 1999).
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